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        Miners in Kosovo break Ramadan fast 800 metres underground    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Fatos Bytyci STANTERG, Kosovo (Reuters) – Kosovar miner Emin Hasani feels closer to God when he breaks the Ramadan fast 800 metres (2,625 feet) underground. After a long and sweltering shift down the Trepca mine in Stanterg in northern Kosovo, Hasani checks a clock to know when the sun is setting at the surface…            
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        Russia says strategic talks with U.S. possible only as part of broader debate    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
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                MOSCOW (Reuters) – Russia said on Wednesday that it would only discuss nuclear arms control with the United States as part of a broader debate, saying that Washington would not get away with trying to start talks on its own terms. “We are ready to discuss issues of strategic stability only as part of a…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Russia says strategic talks with U.S. possible only as part of broader debate        
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        UK train drivers at 16 rail companies to strike in April, union says    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – Britain’s train drivers union said on Wednesday that its members will take strike action, including a six-day overtime ban, at 16 train operating companies in April in a long-running dispute over pay. The ASLEF union said drivers at different rail companies will walk-out on either April 5, 6 and 8. “Our members…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UK train drivers at 16 rail companies to strike in April, union says        
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        Easing UK inflation keeps BoE on track for rate cuts later in 2024    
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                By Andy Bruce and Suban Abdulla LONDON (Reuters) -British inflation slowed in February, keeping the Bank of England on track to start cutting interest rates in the months ahead and offering some better economic news to Prime Minister Rishi Sunak before an election expected later this year. Consumer prices rose by 3.4% in annual terms…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Easing UK inflation keeps BoE on track for rate cuts later in 2024        
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        Israeli military says it killed 90 gunmen at Gaza’s Al Shifa hospital    
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                JERUSALEM/CAIRO (Reuters) -Israel’s military said on Wednesday it had killed around 90 gunmen and arrested 160 in a raid on Gaza’s Al Shifa hospital, an allegation the Islamist Hamas group denied. Al Shifa, the Gaza Strip’s biggest hospital before the war, is now one of the few healthcare facilities even partially operational in the north…            
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        Russia says Olympic parade ban destroys the ideal of the Games    
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                MOSCOW (Reuters) – Russia slammed a decision by the International Olympic Committee to ban its athletes from the opening parade of the Paris Olympics in July, calling it a violation of the ideal of the Games. “This is of course the destruction of the idea of Olympism, this is an infringement on the interests of…            
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        ECB cannot commit to rate path even after first cut, Lagarde says    
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                By Balazs Koranyi and Francesco Canepa FRANKFURT (Reuters) -The European Central Bank cannot commit to a pre-set number of interest rate cuts even after it starts reducing borrowing costs as the pace of cuts will depend on incoming data, ECB President Christine Lagarde said on Wednesday. Many ECB policymakers have expressed support for a first…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: ECB cannot commit to rate path even after first cut, Lagarde says        
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        Russia warns United States: use of SpaceX for spying makes its satellites a target    
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                MOSCOW (Reuters) – Russia said on Wednesday that it knew about U.S. intelligence efforts to use commercial satellite operators such as SpaceX and cautioned that such moves made their satellites legitimate targets. Reuters reported this month that SpaceX is building a network of hundreds of spy satellites under a classified contract with a U.S. intelligence…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Russia warns United States: use of SpaceX for spying makes its satellites a target        
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        Slovakia scraps graft prosecution unit despite EU criticism    
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                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Gabriela Baczynska BRUSSELS (Reuters) – Slovakia dismantled its dedicated state graft prosecution unit on Wednesday despite European Union concerns, but seemed unlikely to face anytime soon hefty financial penalties akin to those Hungary received over rule of law defects. Scrapping the USP body is part of a broader criminal code overhaul that Prime Minister…            
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        Ireland’s Varadkar to quit as PM in surprise move, reports say    
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                DUBLIN (Reuters) -Leo Varadkar will step down as Ireland’s prime minister and the leader of the governing Fine Gael party in a surprise move, Irish media reported on Wednesday. He will hold a press conference at 1200 GMT on Wednesday, the government said. Varadkar’s departure as head of the three-party coalition does not automatically trigger…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Ireland’s Varadkar to quit as PM in surprise move, reports say        
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        With no chance to celebrate Ramadan, Gazans gather at soup kitchens    
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                By Mahmoud Issa JABALIA, Gaza (Reuters) – In the Jabalia refugee camp, hungry Gazans hold out pots to receive soup during the holy month of Ramadan. As other Muslims around the world consume traditional Ramadan meals and desserts to break their fast after sunset, residents of the besieged strip are lucky to find a few…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: With no chance to celebrate Ramadan, Gazans gather at soup kitchens        
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        Spanish court sets $1.1 million bail for Dani Alves to be released from prison    
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                BARCELONA (Reuters) – A Barcelona court ruled on Wednesday that Brazilian soccer player Dani Alves can be conditionally released from jail on a 1 million euro ($1.08 million) bail despite having only served about a quarter of his sentence of four and a half years for rape. The decision, which was not unanimous, can still…            
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        Gloomy youth pull US and western Europe down global happiness ranking    
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                By David Milliken LONDON (Reuters) – Rising unhappiness among younger people has caused the United States and some large western European countries to fall down a global wellbeing index, while Nordic nations retain their grip on the top spots. The annual World Happiness Report, launched in 2012 to support the United Nations’ sustainable development goals,…            
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        Britain’s Cameron says Gaza ceasefire crucial but ‘a whole lot of conditions’ to meet    
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                By Panu Wongcha-um NAKHON RATCHASIMA, Thailand (Reuters) – Britain’s Foreign Secretary David Cameron on Wednesday said it was vital for a pause in fighting between Israel and militant group Hamas to enable the release of hostages in Gaza, but a lot of conditions first needed to be met for a lasting ceasefire. Speaking to Reuters…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Britain’s Cameron says Gaza ceasefire crucial but ‘a whole lot of conditions’ to meet        
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        London Tube drivers to strike for two days in April and May    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – Train drivers on the London Underground will take strike action on April 8 and May 4 in a long-running dispute over working conditions, the ASLEF trade union said on Wednesday. The Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen (ASLEF) said the train network had failed to give assurances over changes to their…            
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        Ukraine’s foreign minister to visit India next week, sources say    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
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                (Reuters) -Ukraine’s foreign minister, Dmytro Kuleba, will visit India next week as Kyiv looks to build support for its peace plan, two Indian officials aware of the matter said, the first visit by a top Ukrainian official since Russia’s invasion two years ago. New Delhi, which has traditionally had close economic and defence ties with…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Ukraine’s foreign minister to visit India next week, sources say        
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        EU court takes ex-F1 driver Mazepin off Russia sanctions list    
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                By Bart H. Meijer and Tassilo Hummel BRUSSELS (Reuters) -The EU’s General Court on Wednesday handed a win to Russian former F1 driver Nikita Mazepin, overturning EU sanctions imposed against him as part of the bloc’s response to Russia’s war in Ukraine. The European Union said it had added Mazepin, 25, to its sanctions list…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: EU court takes ex-F1 driver Mazepin off Russia sanctions list        
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        Ukrainian drones attacked Russian bomber air base overnight, Kyiv source says    
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                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Reuters) – Ukrainian drones operated by the GUR military intelligence agency attacked the Engels air base deep inside Russian territory early on Wednesday and Kyiv was assessing the damage, a Ukrainian intelligence source told Reuters. The governor of the Saratov region, where the base is located, said Ukrainian drones had been downed near the city…            
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        Blinken begins new Middle East trip as U.S. strains with Israel show    
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                By Nidal al-Mughrabi and Humeyra Pamuk CAIRO/JEDDAH (Reuters) – U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken embarked on a Middle East mission on Wednesday as strain showed in the relationship between President Joe Biden’s administration and the government of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. In Gaza, where hopes were dashed for a ceasefire in the nearly…            
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        Stock Traders Bracing for Worst Shrug Off Hot CPI: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — Stocks climbed to a fresh record as the latest inflation figures did little to alter bets the Federal Reserve will cut rates this year — even if officials keep a more cautious stance for now. An equity decline that lasted just a few minutes gave way to a rebound that pushed the S&P…            
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